There is debate in the literature regarding the magnitude, nature, and influence of cognitive impairment in individuals with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS). Therefore, we conducted a meta-analysis that quantified the overall magnitude of cognitive impairment in individuals with RRMS and identified the domains of cognition and clinical/demographic variables that were moderators of the overall effect. We included 57 studies with 3891 participants that yielded a total of 755 effect sizes. Overall, there was a moderate decline in cognitive functioning in individuals with RRMS compared with healthy controls. Larger effects were observed in cognitive domains of motor functioning, mood status and memory and learning. Regarding demographic and clinical variables, age and gender were moderators of cognitive impairment in all cognitive domains, whereas neurological disability and disease duration primarily moderated performance on tasks assessing memory and learning.
Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the most prevalent chronic disabling neurological disease among adults in the United States. The National Multiple Sclerosis Society estimates that there are approximately 400,000 patients with MS in the United States with an incidence of nearly 200 new patients each week (www.nationalmssociety.org). The majority of people with MS are diagnosed between 20 and 50 years of age, and women are affected two to three times as often as men (www.nationalmssociety.org). MS is more common among people with northern European ancestry than people of African, Asian, and Hispanic backgrounds (www.nationalmssociety.org).
Multiple sclerosis involves progressive and unpredictable episodes of axonal demyelination and transection, resulting in lesions along axons of nerve fibers in the brain, brain stem, spinal cord, and optic nerves. The demyelination and transection of the nerve fibers interferes with the smooth and rapid conduction of electrical potentials along neuronal pathways in the central ner-vous system (CNS). This interference has been associated with motor, sensory, psychological, visual, bladder, and sexual symptoms commonly experienced by people with MS [1, 2] . Although researchers have long been interested in the symptoms associated with MS, the study of cognitive deficits as a symptom of MS is still in its infancy [3] [4] [5] . Indeed, Figure 1 presents a graphical comparison of MS research in general vs. cognition-related MS research based on the number of publications across the period of 1983 through 2007.
As can be seen in the figure, over the years, there has been an increased interest by researchers and clinicians in the study of cognitive deficits associated with MS. Cognitive deficits have been reported in broad domains of memory [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 98] , attention and executive functioning [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and verbal fluency [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Indeed, two previous metaanalyses [21, 22] have quantitatively examined the nature of neurocognitive deficits in MS. Results from both meta-analysis provided evidence for the presence of significant cognitive impairments in patients with MS. Importantly, one of the meta-analysis did not report differences in cognitive impairment as a function of disease subtype [21] , whereas the other meta-analytic review reported that individuals with chronic-progressive MS had greater impairments on tasks of executive control, whereas those with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) have significant memory-related dysfunction [22] .
To date, researchers have not performed a metaanalysis for quantifying the magnitude and nature of cognitive deficits for individuals with RRMS. We believe that there is significant merit in systematically and quantitatively investigating the nature of cognitive decline in this subtype of MS. RRMS is the most common type of MS [97] and there is still some degree of uncertainty regarding the magnitude and nature of cognitive deficits in those with RRMS. We further note that there has been a sizable increase in the number of published papers on cognitive deficits in RRMS allowing for a better characterization of the magnitude, type, and influences of cognitive deficits in this sub-population of individuals with MS. Such an analysis would underscore the degree of cognitive deficits even in nonprogressive types of MS and highlight the importance of therapeutic regimens for mitigating cognitive deficits in those with RRMS.
The primary goal of this study involved extending previous meta-analytic reviews by specifically quantifying the overall magnitude of deficits in cognition associated with RRMS. The secondary goal of this meta-analysis involved identifying types or domains of cognitive impairments in RRMS and the influence of clinical and demographic variables as moderators of cognitive impairment in RRMS. Such an analysis can identify types of cognitive processes that demonstrate the largest degree of cognitive impairment and identify clinical and demographic aspects of individuals with RRMS that are associated with larger cognitive deficits.
Method

Literature search
This meta-analysis was conducted according to the recommendations provided by the Meta-Analysis of Observational Studies group [23] . Two of the investigators (RSP and JL) conducted the literature search using the following online databases: Psy-chInfo, MEDLINE, Current Contents. We searched across the period from 1983 (the year Poser Criteria were published, Poser, et al. [24] ) to July, 2007 using the keywords "multiple sclerosis" in conjunction with "cognition", "attention", "executive functioning", "information processing speed", "language", "memory", "motor functioning", "fMRI", "EEG", and "neuroimaging". We located a total of 650 studies using those keywords. We further undertook a manual search of pertinent journals: Archives of Clinical Neuropsychology, NeuroImage, Neuropsychologia, Neuropsychology, Multiple Sclerosis, The Journal of International Neuropsychological Society, The Clinical Neuropsychologist, Brain and Cognition, Archives of Neurology, The Journal of Clinical Neuropsychology, Neuropsychiatry, Neuropsychology and Behavioral Neurology. We identified additional articles from reference lists of previous meta-analyses, review articles and book chapters. Finally, we contacted study authors in an effort to obtain information on additional publications.
Inclusion criteria
Studies were included in the final meta-analysis that met the following criteria: (a) available in the English language; (b) included a healthy control group and a group of individuals with RRMS for whom the neuropsychological results were available independent of other MS types; and (c) results were reported in statistics convertible to effect size g (e.g., M, SD, F, t, chi-square: Roberts, et al. [25] ). Statistics of studies that met the above reported criteria were coded based on the classification provided below to compute an overall effect size.
Moderator coding
The coding of moderator variables was undertaken by two of the investigators (RSP and JL). One of the primary moderators was type of cognitive domain. We used the classification system developed in a previous meta-analysis [21] along with referencing to the standard textbooks used in neuropsychological assessments [26, 27] for categorizing effects into different cognitive domains. The categorization of cognitive domains adopted in this meta-analysis was done solely for ease of presentation and does not imply that there is universal agreement among researchers on the specific constructs tapped by these measures. The individual results were first assigned to the broad cognitive domain (General Cognitive Ability, Attention and Executive Ability, Language, Memory and Learning, Construction, Perception, Motor functioning) followed by assignment to specific sub-domains within the broader cognitive domain. In addition to the cognitive domains, we coded for the effect of RRMS on mood status, followed by assignment to either the sub-domain of depression or anxiety. For ease of presentation, all tables and figures presented in the paper include the domain of mood status along with other cognitive domains.
In addition, participant characteristics (EDSS level, Duration of MS, age, gender, and education of participants) were coded to examine their role in moderating the impact of MS on cognition. Specifically we coded for the level of neurological disability, assessed usually through the Kurtzke Disability Status Scale (EDSS, [28] ). EDSS is a measure of ambulation with scores ranging from 0 (no neurological abnormality) to 10 (death from MS). We used two main categories of classification for the EDSS scores: below 4 or above 4. A cut-off of 4 is usually used in studies to classify participants who can walk with no rest or aid for >500 m [29] . In addition to the level of neurological disability, we also coded for the duration of MS (>10 years or ≤10 years), sex [all female, predominantly female (F:M::2:1), or mixed], age (<30 years, between 30 and 39 years, or more than 40 years) and education of participants (<12 years, or more than 12 years).
Computation of effect sizes and data analyses
We computed effect sizes as Hedges g [30] . This statistic calculates effect size by subtracting the mean of the control group (M Control ) from the mean of the RRMS group (M MS ) divided by the pooled standard deviation (SD P ) such that:
The aggregated or overall mean effect size was computed using a random effects model and adjusted for sample size (Hedges adjusted g) using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis, Version 2.0. [31] . The random effects model operates under the assumption that samples are drawn from populations with different effect sizes and the true effect differs between studies (i.e., the true effect within studies might vary based on differences in sample characteristics, the treatment itself, or the outcome measure) [31] . Effect sizes were interpreted using Cohen's (1992) guidelines [32] , such that:
Small effects: 0.1-0.3 Medium effects: 0.4-0.6 Large effects: >0.7
We further used the Comprehensive Metaanalysis software for testing the heterogeneity of the mean effect size, computing the 95% confidence interval (CI) around the mean effect size, and examining categorical moderators of the mean effect size. Heterogeneity was indicated if Q (sum of squares of each effect size about the weighted mean effect size) was statistically significant (p < 0.05). The effect of the categorical moderators was determined by partitioning the variance into that accounted for by the moderator variable (i.e., Q B or Q between statistic) and the residual variance (i.e., Q W or Q within statistic) [25] . The Q B statistic indicates differences between levels of the moderator variable (i.e., index of differences in group means within a categorical moderator variable) such that a significant Q B statistic indicates that effect size variability is explained by the categorical variable [31] . Importantly, a significant Q W statistic indicates that the categorical moderator variable does not account for all of the effect size variability [31] .
Although meta-analyses are considered to be an important improvement over the traditional qualitative reviews, an important limitation is that they aggregate results of available studies such that the included articles may just constitute a subset of all studies that might have been published on the topic [25] . We estimated the possibility of publication bias in our meta-analysis using the funnel plot and Fail-safe k. The funnel plot includes a graphical representation of effect sizes vs. standard errors (based on sample size) and suggests against publication bias (i.e., smaller studies are published if there are larger effect sizes) based on its shape as a funnel where no sections of the funnel are missing or asymmetrical. We further calculated Rosenthal's fail-safe number (k) [33] . The Fail-safe k indicates that the number of null effects from unpublished or unretrieved studies would be necessary to make the overall effect non-significant (i.e., bring the Pvalue to be greater than alpha of 0.05).
Results
Participant characteristics
Fifty-seven studies met the inclusion criteria and were included in the meta-analysis. There were 3891 participants in the studies and roughly half had RRMS (2042) and the other half were healthy controls (1849). Demographic characteristics of those with RRMS and the controls along with the clinical characteristics of those with RRMS are given in Table 1 . The proportion of males in both the RRMS group and the control sample group is roughly 30% (28.72% for patients and 32.87% for controls). The age and education of those with RRMS was comparable to that of healthy controls (mean age of patients and controls = 38.66 and 38.50 years, respectively).
Main effect of RRMS on cognition
The impact of RRMS on overall cognitive functioning was statistically significant and moderate in magnitude (g = −0.585, 95% CI = −0.619, −0.551). The average effect size was heterogeneous under a random effects model [Q(755) = 3083.21, P < 0.05]. Further, the obtained effect was robust to publication bias as suggested by the Funnel Plot presented in Figure 2 and 868,413 null effects would be needed to render the current findings nonsignificant at the 0.05 level.
We further calculated an average effect size per study, presented in Table 2 . Of the 57 studies, the P-value only one effect was >0, suggesting that for nearly all studies there was cognitive deterioration seen in those with RRMS compared with healthy controls. The distribution of the 57 effects had slight negative skewness (g1 = −1.27) and leptokurtosis (g2 = 2.39).
Effect sizes categorized by cognitive domain
The average effect sizes associated with each of the cognitive domains along with the overall effect size are presented in Figure 3 .
With the exception of Motor functioning and Mood Status, most effect sizes were in the moderate range. The Q B statistic was statistically significant [Q B (8) = 169.93, P < 0.05] and indicated that some domains yielded significantly greater effect sizes than others. The effect sizes of "General Cognitive Ability", "Attention and Executive Ability", and "Memory and Learning" were significantly higher than the effect sizes associated with "Verbal functions and Language", and "Concept formation and Reasoning". The Q W statistic was significant for each of the eight cognitive domains and thus, we did additional intra-domain analyses to determine the sources of variability [85] . Table 3 presents a list of all the cognitive domains, the respective sub-domains and the effect sizes for each of these sub-domains. The mean effect sizes were significant for all cognitive domains. With the exception of motor functioning, all cognitive domains were comprised of more than one category and thus, we did additional heterogeneity analyses to examine the additional sources of variability. The Q B statistic was significant for the cognitive domains of "General Cognitive Ability", "Memory", "Attention and Executive functioning", "Verbal functions and Language". These domains will be discussed below. Differences between subdomains were not statistically significant for "Perception", "Concept formation and Reasoning", "Construction", and "Mood Status".
General Cognitive Ability deficits
Effect sizes of tests assessing General Cognitive Ability of those with RRMS suggested moderate differences between patients and healthy controls (g = −0.539, P < 0.05). Consistent with the current literature assessing general cognitive deficits and the classifications used in previous meta-analyses [21, 86] , we used the following sub-domains to classify measures of general cognitive functioning: intellectual ability, verbal-intellectual ability, nonverbal intellectual ability, and cognitive screening tests. The effect size for verbal intellectual ability was small (g = −0.300, P < 0.05), whereas effect sizes for other domains were in the medium range (Table 3) . We also found a significant difference between measures assessing verbal intellectual deficits as opposed to non-verbal intellectual deficits such that MS patients showed greater impairment on tests of non-verbal intellectual ability.
Attention and executive functioning deficits
The impact of MS on the broader domain of attention and executive functioning was significant (g = −0.555, P < 0.05). For this cognitive domain, we used the following categories: processing speed, sustained attention/vigilance, short-term storage capacity, working memory, selective/focused attention, and executive control. Patients with MS showed the greatest cognitive impairment on measures of processing speed and selective/focused attention. Selective/focused attention assessed through measures like Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT), Trail Making, Stroop word and color reading was significantly more impaired than measures of working memory and short-term storage capacity.
Memory and Learning deficits
Tasks assessing the broader domain of Memory and Learning found significant performance differences between patients with RRMS and healthy controls (g = −0.607, P < 0.05). For the domain of memory and learning, the following categories were used: verbal-immediate recall, verbal-delayed recall, verbal recognition, visual immediate recall, visual delayed recall, and visual recognition. Although our classification included visual recognition, there were not enough effect sizes to code for this subdomain and thus was dropped from the final analyses. With the exception of verbal-delayed recall, effect sizes of all other sub-domains were found to be in the medium range. The effect size of verbaldelayed recall was -0.775 (P < 0.0001) and MS patients showed significantly greater impairment on tests of verbal-delayed recall than on any other measure. 
Verbal functions and language deficits
The difference between MS patients and healthy controls on this domain was found to be moderate (g = −0.44, P < 0.01). Measures assessing this domain were further divided into: comprehension, verbal expression, discourse, verbal fluency, and verbal academic skills. Measures assessing verbal academic skills were not found to be significantly different between MS patients and healthy controls (g = 0.081, P = ns). Consistent with the literature [21, 22] , we found that tests assessing verbal fluency skills in MS (g = −0.689, P < 0.001) were significantly more impaired than tests assessing Comprehension (g = −0.51, P < 0.001), verbal expression (g = −0.341, P < 0.01) and discourse (g = −0.278, P < 0.01).
Effect sizes categorized by specific tests
In 
Impact of moderator variables on the relationship between RRMS and cognition
Given the heterogeneity in the mean effect of RRMS on cognition, we examined the influence of a number of moderating variables first on the overall mean effect size and then secondly within each of the cognitive domains. Only statistically significant tests of moderators based on the Q B statistic are reported below, with the complete list presented in Table 4 . We found that the effect of RRMS on cognition differed when studies matched the gender [Q B (1) = 6.9, P < 0.05] and education [Q B (1) = 10.44, P < 0.05] of patients to that of healthy controls. We further found that this relationship was moderated by the age of MS patients such that patients who were 40 years or older showed a significant deterioration of cognitive skills as opposed to younger patients. We also found a main effect of gender such that studies that recruited primarily females demonstrated greater cognitive deficits as opposed to studies using mixed samples [Q B (2) = 23.43, P < 0.05]. Interestingly, we did not find a main effect of EDSS level, disease duration and education 
levels on the relationship between MS and cognition.
For these three moderator variables, we did additional analyses to examine the impact of these moderating variables on specific cognitive domains. We found that for all three variables (EDSS level, disease duration and education levels), the Q B statistic was significant for the domain of memory and learning. MS patients with an EDSS score of 4 or more performed worse on tasks of memory and learning (g = −0.729, P < 0.05) than patients with an EDSS of <4. Similarly, patients with more than 10 years of disease duration performed worse (g = −0.69, P < 0.05) than patients with <10 years of education. Moreover, those with <12 years of education (g = −0.674, P < 0.05) performed worse than patients with 12 years of education or more. This suggests that EDSS levels, disease duration and education specifically moderate the relationship between MS and cognition, such that the impact was primarily observed on tasks of memory and learning.
Discussion
The primary goal of this meta-analysis involved the quantification of the overall magnitude of cognitive impairment in persons with RRMS compared with healthy controls. Indeed, one of the main findings was the overall moderate degree of impairment in cognitive functioning in those with RRMS. We further note that the individuals with RRMS demonstrated significant impairments compared with healthy controls across all domains of cognitive function. Our results extend the findings in the extant literature by providing a quantitative metric of the magnitude [87] [88] [89] [90] of cognitive problems in this population. Such findings further underscore that the degree of cognitive impairment in RRMS is not trivial, but rather moderate in magnitude. This is important as cognitive deficits interfere with everyday functioning and are associated with feelings of depression, low self-esteem and impaired social functioning [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] . Therefore, there is a clear need for identifying strategies for mitigating cognitive impairment in RRMS. The cognitive deficits in RRMS differed in magnitude based on the domain of cognitive function. The largest detriments in cognition were observed for motor functioning and mood status, followed by memory and learning, and attention and executive functioning. Motor functioning assessed through the grooved pegboard, finger tapping, nine-hole peg test was severely affected (g = −0.728, P < 0.05) and this is consistent with findings of a previous meta-analysis that included all types of MS [22] . Such a finding is not surprising given the profound motor disturbances that are a defining feature of MS. The domain of mood status further demonstrated large cognitive deficits and the largest effect size was seen for measures of depression (g = −0.701, P < 0.05), although the Q B statistic was not significant for this domain and the effect of RRMS on depression was not significantly greater than the effect on anxiety. Such findings are particularly important for interventions designed to reduce cognitive deficits in this population by suggesting that emotional variables may either be influenced and/or influence the cognitive functioning of persons with RRMS. These results underscore the importance of investigating the efficacy of current psychotherapeutic approaches with this population as a target of both emotional and cognitive symptoms (See ref. [96] for such an intervention).
An important goal for future research, as mentioned above will be to design intervention studies that simultaneously target cognitive and emotional symptoms experienced by patients with MS. In order to successfully design such studies, it is important to delineate variables that might affect or moderate the relationship between MS and cognition. In our search for such moderating variables, we found that age and gender of MS participants had a significant bearing on the relationship between MS and cognition. Although, at first we did not find either neurological disability or disease duration to significantly contribute to the variability in effect sizes, domain-specific analyses suggested that MS patients with an EDSS score of 4 or more and a disease duration of more than 10 years performed poorly on tasks of memory and learning. This finding thus suggests that when the effect sizes for different cognitive domains are averaged, neurological disability or disease duration fail to show an impact, however, for the domain of memory and learning, both of these variables impact performance. Given that this particular domain shows the largest effect sizes, the results are interesting in that they suggest that the disability progression in MS is rather divergent. In the meta-analysis of memory impairments in MS [6] , such a similar finding was noted for chronic-progressive MS course. This meta-analysis, which examines RRMS patients, provides evidence for the impact of clinical variables on the domain of memory and language. In this meta-analysis, we were also interested in the sensitivity of the different measures used in the literature to assess declines in cognitive functioning. We found that the classic color-word Stroop task and measures of verbal fluency showed the largest effect sizes (g = −0.785 and g = −0.76, P < 0.05), suggesting that these measures might be more sensitive in detecting cognitive deficits as opposed to other measures. This finding is important as it suggests that these two measures, if included, in the brief neuropsychological batteries developed to assess neurocognitive functioning in patients with MS, would be more efficient at detecting subtle declines in cognitive functioning.
To summarize, the results of the current metaanalytic review suggest that the effects of MS on cognition is both general, such that all cognitive domains show a differential performance effect as well as specific, such that the effects are largest for the domains of mood, motor functioning and memory and learning. We further found evidence for the association between several demographic and clinical variables on selective aspects of cognition.
